**Cost Savings**
Negotiated temp-to-hire contract terms that result in ZERO conversion fees if the temporary employee has worked a minimum of 520 hours. Reduced mark-up percentages than most entities are able to negotiate on their own as a result of cooperative purchasing.

**Time Savings**
Allows participants to submit a single temporary services request to multiple agencies at one time. Request forms have been standardized to capture all the pertinent information so agencies are able to respond faster rather than requesting additional information.

**Choice!**
Multiple service providers to meet a variety of staffing and industry needs within local government.

**Want to Participate? Find Out How!**
Purchasing from SHARE is simple. Executing one Master Interlocal Agreement provides access to an array of program offerings included in the suite. Simply complete the agreement found on our website and email to us.

**What is North Texas SHARE?**
The SHARE program is the direct outcome of local governments partnering together to identify common needs in the North Texas area and developing solutions through collaboration and cooperative purchasing with a North Texas Focus.

**Participating Vendors**

For more information about this program, please contact us at NorthTexasSHARE@nctcog.org, www.NorthTexasSHARE.org/SHARE_partners/temporary_staffing/